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 zip This hack is for windows only. You can not install any mods into this file unless I tell you that you can. By installing a mod
into this file, I will be able to trace your IP address and can possibly ban your account on my server. If you want me to, I will
remove all mods, but it will be a lot of work. Also, mods that were already on the server are now on the vip server so you will
have to update your client. READ THIS FIRST, the vip file is a separate file from all the others, the most important part. The

most important part of the vip hack is that you need a server admin (Woo) on your server and a client running on your
computer. if you do not have these two things, it will not work. Currently, the vip hack only works on a 64 bit windows version.

I have the server logs as proof of this. you must also run the game as administrator, not as a standard user. The vip hack only
works on the main game server. as you can see in the picture above. If you try to join the vip server, you will be kicked off. I

will try to be as helpful as possible. Please keep in mind, I am not a pro modder or tester, if you want to have a serious crash, try
to run the game with d3d. The vip hack will not work without d3d. You also have to have directx 9 or newer. This hack works

by hacking a file in the root of the game. This file is called "DLL". If you have no idea what this is, you can find the file by
using notepad. To get into the file, go into the game root directory, then go into the content folder, then right click on the "DLL"
file, click "open with...", then navigate to notepad. After in notepad, you should see the file listed as "DLL" (the title). Open the

"DLL" file and look for the "int R_D3DVertexShader" and "int R_D3DVertexShader4" to change to "int R_D3D" (these are
the HEX numbers of the things that you change). This is the most important part. If you do not know how to change the HEX

numbers, google "hex editor". After you have changed the HEX numbers, save the 82157476af
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